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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new design of
broadband double-stepped ridged and
all-metal finned waveguide transformers
which combines the advantage of constant
ridge thickness with that of the optimum
matching potential of different waveguide
inner cross-section dimensions. Based on
the modal scattering matrix method, the
rigorous design takes into account the
influences of both, the finite ridge or fin
thicknesses and the higher-order mode
interaction at all discontinuities.
Computer optimized design data are given
for compact transformers for WR112 and WR42
input waveguides achieving a return loss of
more than 33dB for the whole waveguide
bands. The theory is verified by
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

All-metal finned waveguide circuits
have found many applications in microwave
and millimeter devices, such as components

for converters, attenuators, matching
networks, mixers, or as resonators in

evanescent- mode lowpass and bandpa:~
filters, [1] - [10] . The advantages
these circuits include large dominant-mode
bandwidth, law characteristic impedances,
and the possibility of low-cost, low-lo;:
E plane integrated circuit designs.
particular importance,
transitions between “

therefore, are the
finned

waveguides of differe~~dg~~p ~~ight and
waveguide inner cross-sections as well as

the junction to the rectangular input
waveguide. This paper describes an exact
field theory de::? of broadband and

compact ridged finned waveguide

transformers with optimum stepped
transitions for both the ridges and the
different outer cross-sections from the
input waveguide to the smaller housing of
the ridged waveguide (Fig. 1).

Based on Cohn’s transmission-line
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approximation
1

[11 , Hensperger [2]
presented a trans ormer from a WR-112
rectangular to the Airtron ARA- 133
double-ridged waveguide [12]. Th~:o~s~~
includes a continuous transition
input waveguide to the smaller ridged
waveguide cross- section. The main
disadvantage is, however, that a constant
ratio

i
of 0.25) in ridge thickness to

wavegui e width has been utilized which
requires also the ridge thickness to be
tapered along the whole length of the
transition. Therefore, the design is
considered to be not very appropriate for
the modern fabrication methods for
microwave and millimeter- wave E- plane

~— al __~

F&. 1: steDD ed E-Diane all-metal finned
wavemide transformer of different inner

~
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integrated circuits, such as etching or
computer controlled milling techniques. A
stepped transformer with constant ridge
thickness has been presented in [8], but
the transformer housing dimensions are kept
unchanged. Hence, the advantage of the high
~~~~dth potential inherent in a proper

of the waveguide cross-sections is
not utilized. Moreover, with the exception
of [4] , [8] , most of the techniques
presented for the analysis of all-metal
finline discontinuities neglect the
influence of the finite metallization
thickness which has turned out to be
important for the design of E- plane
integrated circuits.

The theory given in this paper, which
includes higher order mode coupling effects
as well as the finite ridge or metal fin
width, is based on modal ~~~~d~~~’~

into orthogonal eigenmodes
optimization procedure base
direct search method, the evolution
strategy, leads to opt imum stepped
transformer designs including the waveguide
inner cross-sections. This design combines
the advantage of stepped ridges of constant
thickness, well suited to the printed
E-plane technology, with that of the
additional matching potential of the
different cross- section dimensions.
Moreover, the design achieves an improved
return loss behaviour and compact
structure. The design data g~ven may be
transferred into other waveguide bands by
suitable frequency scaling relations which
include the metal fin thicknesses. Measured
results verify the theory given.

THEORY

For the computer- aicl;~n~:sign of the
all-metal &plane “ waveguide
transformer

[7

Fi .1), the modal S-matrix
method [8] , 10 is applied. The structure
is decomposed into two key building blocks:
double-plane waveveguide step [10], and the
finite-length ridge section (Fig.2) .
Combination with the modal scattering
matrices of the corresponding intermediate

homogeneous waveguide sections of finite or
zero lengths, respectively, yields the
total scattering matrix of the transformer.

The electromagnetic field in the
subregions i = O, I, II (Fig. 2)

~i = V x (A~z~z) + ~ V X V X (A&z)

iii = V x (A~z~z) _

(1)

& V x V x (A&z)

is derived from the vector potentials

l!~z =~ ({ Z~q).T~q(x,y) -[V&exp(-jk~Hz)

q=l ?)2a

i exp(+jkzHqz)]
+ ‘Hq

I;z =j (+p).T~p(x,y).[ v~pexp(-jlc:Epz)

p=l (2b)

- R;pexP(+JkzEp+],
with the wave impedances. .

Z;q= (We)/(k;Hq) = W; ,.~
Y;p= (~’())/ (k:~p)= w;p . (3)

I

-+[ --o*l,+l-Oop--

Fi~. 2: Sin~le transformer section

)

a Cross-sectional dimensions
b Longitudinal section dimensions

‘;.E, ‘*.E
are the T% and TM-mode

wave amplitudes of the forward and backward
waves, respectively, which have to be
related to each other at the corresponding
discontinuity. This will yield the
corresponding scattering matrix relations.

kz are the propagation factors, and T:q ,

‘kD
are the cross-section eigenfunctions of

th~ corresponding waveguide structures
under consideration [8], [10].

For the Eplane finned or ridged
waveguide eigenvalue problem (Fig.2, region
II) , the transverse resonance method is
used [8] , [10] . This procedure reduces the
size of the characteristic matrix equation
to a quarter of the original size.
Furthermore, it makes the method very
flexible because an arbitrary number of
subregion. (e.g. fin-lines ;it~umltipl.
inserts) may be easily taken account
in the matrix system, simply by multiplying
;~e additional transmission-line matrices

the corresponding insert subregions.
Moreover, there are no poles in the
determinant function of the resultinc
characteristic matrix equation.

Matching the tangential
components of the regions involved
common interface yields the

field
at the

modal
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scattering matrix (S) of the related
discontinuity where the submatrices are
;~~~adydf;;~;~~~~i~:es :8] . The se~;;le;~

for
transformer structure, is cal%lated by
direct combination of the single modal
scattering matrices [8].

The computer-aided design is carried
out step by step, in order to reduce the
requirements for the optimization process:
First, the transitions of the waveguide
inner dimensions are assumed to be linearly
stepped. Second, initial transformer
dimensions are calculated using Cohn’s
Progrm [~;Jiyi:na~l_, ev~uti;;ti~~~;n::method

method is used; an error function is
minimized with respect to a parameter
vector, which contains the slot widths and
section lengths, until a specified return
loss value (e.g., 30 dB) is achieved over
the desired frequency range.

The number of TE-modes, TM-modes, and
cross- sectional expansion terms [8] are
chosen to be 5, 2, 8 for the optimization,
and 12, 7, 8 for the final analysis,
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Fig. 3: Comparison between measurements
(+ + +) [81 and theorv.

Input reflection coefficient IS1lI in

decibels ass:p~fc:~;;a;~ frequency of an
opt imum tranSforI; -Wi;; GMz)
r~dged waveguide two
symmetrical five-step sections and with
constant waveguide inner cross-section

dimensions.
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respective ly. The numbers have been
obtained by checking the
behaviour against measurements co~~;ge:::
Fig. 3. Furthermore, the dashed curve (5,
2, 8) in comparison with the solid curve
(12, 7, 8) in Fig. 3 demonstrates the
significant influence of the higher order
modes on the correct prediction of the
return loss peaks which may be particularly
important for narrow-band designs.

RESULTS

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between
Hensperger’s [2] and our design, at the
example of the five-step WR-112 (7.05 - 10
GHz) waveguide to ARA-133 ridged waveguide
transformer [12] . Additional to the
advantage of constant ridge thickness, the
double-stepped transformer design achieves
a reduction of the maximum VSWR within the
whole frequency range; moreover, the
overall transformer length is slightly
decreased from about 48 to 46 mm. The
minimum return loss is better than 36 dB
for the optimized structure w~~ch ~a
demonstrate the advantage
computer-aided field theory design.
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Fig. 4: ODtimum five- steD WR-112
(7.05 - 10 GHz) waveguide to ARA-133

rideed waveguide transformer
Input VSWR as a function of frequent of
the opt imum fdesign (solid line in
comparison with Hensperger ‘a linearly
tapered ridge thickness design (dashed

line); t = 6.5 mm.



In Fig. 5, khe result of a
frequency-scaled version of the optimized
configuration of Fig. 4 is presented for a
WR-42 input waveguide (K-band: 18 - 26

GHz ) . The good return lossli~~aviour is
maintained beyond the of the

waveguide band of the input waveguide. The

slight reduction in return loss (minimum
value 33 dB), as compared with the design
of Fig. 4, is due to the fact that a
modified ratio of the ridge thickness to
waveguide width, ;/a, has been chosen in
order adequately
manufactu;~ble ~~d~~nthick~ss (t = 2.4uuu).

CONCLUSION

The rigorous modal S-matrix method
presented achieves the exact computer-aided
design of new broadband double-stepped
ridged and all-metal E- plane finned

waveguide transformers which combines the

advantage of constant ridge thickness, well
suited to the printed Eplane technology,
with that of the additional matching

potential of different inner waveguide

dimensions. Application of a modified

direct search method leads to optimum low
input VSWR over the whole waveguide band

and to compact designs, as has been
demonstrated for WR-112 and WR-42 metal
finline transformer examples. The design

cl:i:~areo:ransferable int:l:~~er frequency
interest. - th;heth::~:

includes the finite thickness of
as well as the higher order mode

interaction at all discontinuities,
measurements verify the theory by good
agreement.
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